Announcement
Fischer Identity Advances Relationship with iovation
Providing Next Generation Adaptive Access and Authentication Solutions
"Beyond" Todays Multi Factor Authentication
December 3, 2018. Naples, FL – Fischer International Identity, the leader in cloud and on‐premise identity
management and governance solutions, today announced advancements in its partnership with iovation, a
TransUnion company.
Fischer Identity continues to expand their product offerings for consumers by offering a new integration with
iovation, a TransUnion company. This technology will broaden the adaptive access solution to provide a next
generation of multi‐factor authentication. Fischer's integration with iovation's 'LaunchKey' technology expands the
Fischer Authenticator™ MFA capabilities to include risk‐ based multifactor authentication to secure online
accounts.
According to Dan Dagnall, Fischer Identity's Chief Operating Officer, “Customers need more than just multifactor
authentication in this age and state of cyber security. Enhancing our relationship with iovation does just that by
providing our customers with granular authentication services that include the necessary components for securing
their Identities. Fischer’s integration provides password‐less authentication or 5‐factors of identity verification to
our customers to help them secure their most sensitive processes. Whether onboarding new users or resetting
passwords, our ability to provide enhanced, risk‐based multifactor authentication work flows allows for the global
governance of any user attempting to access the identity management ecosystem. Fischer’s authentication and
identity verification process empowers organizations to eliminate secret questions from their identity verification
processes. Given the evolving landscape in IAM, Fischer is proud to lead the forefront of new trends in the identity
proofing and verification process. It’s time to usher in the next generation of authentication technology, and
Fischer Identity is ready to secure customers, worldwide.”
“iovation is very excited to partner with Fischer and integrate our LaunchKey technology into the Fischer
Authenticator™,” says Ed Wu VP of Global Partnerships, “as the demand for digital engagement continues to grow,
this robust solution provides consumers a seamless, secure and engaging user experience.”
For additional information, visit www.fischerinternational.com.
About Fischer International Identity
The Fischer International Identity mission is simple: “Your Success.” From how we’ve engineered our identity &
access management and governance solutions, to our implementation methodology that eliminates unnecessary
overhead and cost, our solutions make IAM work for your organization both technically and financially. We never
stop innovating. We never stop evolving our product and our methodology. We are never satisfied because we
know we can continue to make IAM and IGA easier to consume and deploy.
About iovation
iovation, a TransUnion company, was founded with a simple guiding mission: to make the Internet a safer place
for people to conduct business. Since 2004, the company has been delivering against that goal, helping brands
protect and engage their customers, and keeping them secure in the complex digital world. Armed with the
world’s largest and most precise database of reputation insights and cryptographically secure multi‐factor
authentication methods, iovation safeguards tens of millions of digital transactions each day.
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